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Cambridge CheCkpoint english:  
revision guide for the Cambridge  
seCondary 1 test

Answers And sAmple Answers

 
As a general principle, the only tasks that have been allocated marks are those which closely reflect  
exam-style questions. For all other practice questions in this book, teachers, knowing the abilities of their 
own students, should decide on the most appropriate mark allocations and use them accordingly.

1 The mechanics of English
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 1 I am a student at River View School named Adil and I live in Ipoh which is a city in Malaysia.

 2 Ipoh which is the state capital of Perak and the fourth largest city in Peninsular Malaysia is on the west 
coast of the country and used to be the centre of the tin-mining industry. 

 3 I enjoy reading and my favourite book is To Kill a Mockingbird by the American author, Harper Lee, 
who lived during the last century.

 4 My best friend is Rojina who has very long black hair and lives next door to me in a very large house.

 5 Rojina and I attend the same school on the other side of city and we travel there every day by bus 
which is very crowded in the mornings.
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 6 A science textbook. Look for simple/compound sentences and an objective, factual, informative tone. 

 7 A story written for young children. Look for simple sentences; some deliberate repetition of key 
vocabulary; perhaps a ‘teacherly’ tone. 

 8 The front-page story of a popular national newspaper. Look for short direct sentences; emotive 
vocabulary; a sense of urgency in the tone. 

 9 The editorial column of a broadsheet newspaper. Look for a balanced, reflective tone produced 
by combination of simple, compound and complex sentences and ‘mature’ vocabulary. 

10 The opening paragraph of a detective or crime novel. Look for direct, simple/compound 
sentences, terse vocabulary aiming to involve reader by creating a sense of mystery and tension. 

11 A biography of a famous historical person. Look for an authoritative knowledgeable tone 
produced by a combination of sentence types, use of factual details and so on. Third-person narrative. 

12 A guide for tourists to your own town or country. Look for welcoming, informative tone 
produced by direct, simple sentences and positive vocabulary choices.

13 An article in a magazine for teenagers. Look for informal, friendly tone produced by simple, direct 
sentences (and occasionally deliberate non-sentences); colloquial non-standard vocabulary to reflect 
the speech of the intended audience. Perhaps use of text-speak and so on.
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14 (The following are examples only of what students may produce and should not be seen as definitive 

responses.) Sentences in the paragraph should show that you have understood the context and content 
of the topic sentence. For example, in sentence a), the paragraph which follows the topic sentence is 
all about preparing for a day at the beach. 

a)  Lee was making preparations to spend the day at the beach. He had called all his friends and 
arranged when and where they should meet. Now, he was getting his equipment ready for the beach. 
He carefully placed his bathing costume, snorkel and flippers in his bag and checked that he had his 
sun block. The next task was to prepare his packed lunch. 

b) The first thing to do when taking up any sport is to check what equipment is needed. It is a 
mistake to go out and buy the most expensive items available as you may find that you do not want 
to continue with the activity once you have tried it. However, it is important to make sure that you 
have equipment which is fully suitable and comfortable. A few minutes spent researching on the 
internet is a good way of finding the necessary information.

c)  I remember clearly the first time I spent a night away from home. I was only five years old and had 
spent the day with my parents, visiting my cousins who lived in another town. I had enjoyed my time 
there and our parents agreed that as a special treat I should spend the night at my cousins’ house. I 
was excited at the thought of doing this, but little did I know how things would turn out.

d) I have always been an impatient person and this was my downfall when I tried to assemble 
a flat-pack bookcase. I opened the pack and laid out the constituent parts. It all seemed very 
straightforward and I started to assemble the item. I was over halfway through before I realised that 
I had several components that did not fit together and had to dismantle everything and start all over 
again. I quickly learnt that for this reason, you should always read instructions carefully.

e)  There is one very interesting building in the town where I live. It is not the most prominent 
piece of architecture in the area nor is it particularly well known to many people. However, I 
find it fascinating because of the history that is attached to it. It is the house in which my beloved 
grandmother used to live and whenever I walk past it I am always reminded of her kindness and 
cheerful good nature.

15 In the early 1950s, Walt Disney began designing a huge amusement park to be built near Los Angeles. 
He intended Disneyland to have educational as well as amusement value and to entertain adults and 
their children. Land was bought in the farming community of Anaheim, about 40 km south-east of Los 
Angeles, and construction began in 1954. In the summer of 1955, special invitations were sent out for 
the opening of Disneyland on 17 July. Unfortunately, an invitation was counterfeited and thousands 
of uninvited people were admitted into Disneyland on opening day. The park was not ready for the 
public: food and drink ran out, a woman’s high-heel shoe got stuck in the wet asphalt of Main Street, 
USA. As well as these problems, the Mark Twain steamboat nearly capsized from too many passengers.

2 Punctuation

Page 8
 1 Lee was excited. It was the first day of the school holidays. He was planning to spend the day at 

the beach with his group of friends. He woke up late that morning and had to run to the bus stop 
(where his friends were waiting impatiently for him). The bus stop was in front of the large EMI office 
building. As Lee was running along the road he saw the bus approaching from the opposite direction. 
Would he reach the bus stop in time? He called out to his friends, ‘Don’t let the bus go without me.’
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 2 Everybody agreed that the old town hall, a huge misshapen and neglected building, should be 

knocked down and replaced.

 3 Pythagoras, Euclid and Sir Isaac Newton, some of the greatest mathematicians who have ever lived, 
have contributed much to the sum of human knowledge.

 4 My best friend’s ability to talk his way out of every act of misconduct is, I believe, truly amazing.

 5 However, trying to run away from the scene of trouble, my friend was caught by the next-door 
neighbour.

 6 If his parents ever learn what he did, my friend will be grounded for a month.

 7 The mouse, which had just woken from hibernation, did not see the cat creeping up behind it.

 8 Goodfoods, the independent grocers, recently joined with Pumpkins, a large supermarket.

 9 My brother was married on 10 April 2012, and his best friend was married exactly three months later 
on 10 July 2012.

10 Mr and Mrs Singh, our next-door neighbours, have just purchased a new car.

11 Sunday, 20 July 1969, was the day man first set foot on the moon. 

Page 11
12 Maria asked Adil if she could borrow his English textbook; she had left hers at home.

13 I found an exciting book yesterday; it was called Things That Go Bump in the Night: A Collection of 
True Ghost Stories.

14 Make sure you take the following with you when you go camping: tent, sleeping bag, air mattress, 
cooking stove and waterproof clothing. 

15 My next-door neighbour has a large garden; it is full of flowers.

16 Confucius reminds us: ‘Forget injuries; never forget kindnesses.’

17 Andrei enjoys long-distance running; Ryan likes sprinting; Samuel is very keen on long-jumping but 
Alex does not like any sport. 

18 The contents of Patricia’s school bag included: a pencil case, notebook, pocket calculator, English 
dictionary and her favourite fountain pen. 

19 I really want to visit Pompeii; I’m fascinated by ancient history.

20 The Simpsons is a very popular television series; it is my father’s favourite programme.

21 I really can’t understand why he watches The Simpsons; its humour is lost on me. 

Page 13
22 We’re all going to Carla’s birthday party tomorrow.

23 Carla’s best friend’s name is Maria.

24 Don’t walk on the old bridge; it’s very dangerous.

25 You’re going to fall over as one of your shoes laces is loose.
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26 Sam thinks that I’m laughing at him because he’s forgotten his books.

27 Why can’t we take your sister to the children’s playground?

28 They’re late for school because their car’s tyre burst.

29 Mr Patel’s shop sells everything – you’ll certainly find soap there.

30 I mustn’t be late for Chris’s wedding.

31 It’s very disappointing that the cat has lost its toy.

Page 15
32 “Wow! That’s the biggest cake I’ve ever seen,” exclaimed Carla.

33 ‘My little brother would like some more cake,’ said Maria. ‘May he have some?’

34 ‘Here you are. I hope he doesn’t eat it too quickly,’ said Carla.

35 ‘Why did you say, “I’m worried about this”?’ asked Sam.

36 ‘This cake,’ sighed Maria, ‘is the best I’ve ever tasted.’

37 Carla said, ‘I feel rather ill after all that cake.’

38 ‘How much of it did you eat?’ asked Sam. ‘I warned you not to have too much.’

39 Carla’s mother asked, ‘Did the party go well yesterday?’

40 ‘Yes it did,’ said Carla, ‘but I think I ate too much cake.’

41 ‘It serves you right; you’re always too greedy,’ replied her mother.

Page 16
42 Maria’s birthday party – the venue for which isn’t decided yet – will be held in April.

43 ‘I’m not giving her a cake,’ he said. ‘She doesn’t want one.’

44 ‘Whose house is the one with the bright green front door?’ asked Adil.

45 ‘It belongs to Mr – no it doesn’t, I’m wrong – it belongs to Mrs Johnson.’

46 The children’s shouts filled the classroom and were so high-pitched they nearly shattered its windows.

47 The holidays start next week; we’ll have lots of time to relax then.

48 ‘Where do you think you’re going?’ asked Mr McGregor.

49 All students’ bags should contain the following items: gym shoes, track suits, soap and a towel.

50 ‘Excuse me, Maria. Is that Mr Fernandez, the headteacher?’

51 Because friendship is really important to us, we hope that Maria will appreciate the effort we’re 
making for her party. 
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3 Grammar

Page 20
 1 The teacher sighed and looked at the assignments he would be marking. There were two, one from 

Adil and one from Rojina. Adil’s was the longer. Rojina’s was very neat and well presented. The teacher 
placed Adil’s on his desk and hoped he could read it quickly. He turned to the first page and started to 
read what Adil had written. He thought aloud to himself that Adil’s ideas were interesting. The teacher 
read on with greater interest and did not stop until he reached the end when he decided it was time to 
have a cup of coffee.

4 Phonics, spelling and vocabulary

Page 23
 1 Unfortunately, this spelling mistake occurred several times in your essay.

 2  On several occasions I have been very embarrassed by the behaviour of my younger brother.

 3 Is it really necessary for the government to insist that all school children go to school every day?

 4 I went to the zoo yesterday and saw forty monkeys in one enclosure.

 5 My best friend successfully completed the race in a personal best time.

 6 It was definitely his finest ever achievement.

 7 As soon as the teacher disappeared out of the door, Adil started an argument with Maria.

 8 I was surprised at the standard of accommodation available in the hotel.

 9 At the beginning of the race, my friend was completely at his ease.

10 The goalkeeper hesitated and the striker immediately seized the opportunity to score a goal.

Page 25
11 Possible synonyms students could list:

a) House: apartment, building, den, dwelling, edifice, habitation, home place, kennel, residency, 
shack.

b) Child: offspring, progeny, stripling, teenager, toddler, tot, urchin, youth. 

c) Cheerful: blithe, bouncy, enthusiastic, good-humoured, jaunty, joyful, light-hearted, merry, 
sprightly, upbeat. 

d) Walk: file, hike, march, pace, plod, prance, promenade, saunter, shuffle, stalk, step, stride, stroll, 
strut, traipse, tramp, tread, trek, troop, trudge. 

e) Sing: chant, chirp, harmonise, purr, roar, shout, trill, vocalise. 

12 Teacher’s note: Look at the synonyms chosen and ensure students have made the meaning clear. 
Make sure the sentences make sense too. 
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13 Possible words include: 

14 arch- archangel, archenemy, archfoe, archnemesis, archvillain

 chron(o)- chronic, chronicle, chronological, chronology, chronometer

 hydr(o)-  hydrodynamics, hydrofoil, hydrogen, hydrography, hydrology, 
hydrological cycle

 intra- intradermal, intranet, intravenous

 neo- neolithic, neologism, neonatal, neophilia, neophyte

 phil(o)-/phil-(before a vowel) philander, philogogy, philosophy 

 phot(o)- photogenic, photography, photometry, photosphere, photosynthesis 

 poly- polyanthus, polycentrism, polychrome, polygamy, polygon

 simil/simul- simile, similitude, simulate, simulation

 syn- synchronise, syndrome

Page 30
15 Possible words include:

 -age outage, drainage, shrinkage

 -ancy, -ency vacancy, presidency, potency

 -ation, -action perforation, inaction, interaction

 -crat aristocrat, technocrat

 -ery shrubbery, bravery, slavery

 -(i)fy modify, rectify, liquefy

 -ile tactile, infantile, reconcile

 -iatry psychiatry, podiatry, phoniatry

 -like homelike, childlike

 -ure departure, seizure, moisture

16 Students’ own answers.

Page 31
17  A chip on his shoulder – to have a sense of inferiority; to have a grievance that isn’t necessarily 

justified.

18 An axe to grind – to have a dispute with someone.

19 Cry over spilt milk – to complain about something that happened in the past and is over.
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20 Drive someone up the wall – to annoy someone intensely.

21 Go the extra mile – to make a very great effort to help someone.

22 Know the ropes – to understand fully the details of a particular activity.

23 Long in the tooth – to be have great experience.

24 A piece of cake – a task which is very easy to complete.

25 Slow off the mark – missing an opportunity by being too late.

26 Swan song – a final gesture or performance (before giving up for good).

5 Non-fiction

Page 34
1  Textbook 4  Film review

2  Magazine  5  Journal

3  News journalism  6  Travel writing

6 Fiction and poetry

Page 35
1–3 Students’ own answers. 

 You should read widely in English. This helps to improve your vocabulary and allows you to form 
opinions about the works. 
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Page 40
 4 Suggested answers only.

Expression Figure of speech used How it achieves its effect 

sluggardly boys metaphor The boys are compared to slugs suggesting that they are too sleepy 
to move

jumbled … tumbled, … 
rumpled

Use of rhyme Links ideas – suggests sense of urgency
Humour

catlicked Metaphor Comparison between the way cats wash and the perfunctory actions 
of the boys

as though they washed like 
colliers

Simile Coal miners would wash very thoroughly after a day at work

surly hair Personification Hair is compared to a truculent child

scramble and scamper, 
clamour

Deliberate repetition of earlier 
phrase

Emphasises the frantic nature of the boys’ actions and reinforces the 
model behaviour of the girls

catlick and toothbrush flick Use of rhyme, metaphor Emphasises the haste of the boys’ attempts to wash as quickly as 
possible

prinked and frizzed Metaphor/onomatopoeia The precision and care of the girls’ preparations are emphasised

blossoming Metaphor The dresses are compared to flowers coming into full bloom as they 
billow out

white as the blanco’d snow Simile Suggests the extreme whiteness of the shoes and emphasises its 
artificial nature

sun declared war on the 
butter, and the butter ran

Extended metaphor and pun Emphasises the increasing heat of the day; ‘ran’ is used literally 
(melted) and metaphorically to add humour and liveliness to the 
description

jostling kitchen Personification/transferred 
epithet

Emphasises the near chaos in the kitchen – the occupants are 
jostling, not the kitchen itself

(dogs) sat smiling Anthropomorphism Human beings smile – dogs don’t

7  The Cambridge Checkpoint 
Reading test

Page 42
1 Fact  6 Opinion

2 Opinion  7 Opinion

3 Fact   8 Fact

4 Opinion  9 Opinion

5 Fact 10 Fact
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Page 43
11  Teenage Mob Disrupts School Day!

 Enraged adolescents at Springdale Secondary School caused chaos yesterday as they downed their 
books and stormed out of classrooms when the heating system failed on what was the coldest day 
so far this winter. The gang of pupils stomped through corridors and battered at the door of the 
headteacher demanding that he should immediately restore heat and threatening that they would go 
on indefinite strike if their demands were not met.

 Mild mannered and moderate headteacher, Mr James Sparrow, listened politely to their concerns and 
heroically pacified the furious students by promising to call the heating engineers straightaway.

12 A possible answer only. 

 Teacher’s note: Ensure that the version students write uses less emotive language and vocabulary. 
The underlined words can be seen as less emotive than the original passage. 

School Heating Causes Problem For All

 Students at Springdale Secondary School interrupted classes yesterday as they left their work and their 
lessons when the heating system broke down on what was the coldest day so far this winter. The 
group of students had a meeting with the headteacher and asked if he could find some way to restore 
heat as soon as possible and told him that they found the situation most uncomfortable.

 Headteacher, Mr James Sparrow, listened to their concerns and explained that he sympathised with 
their situation and that he would call the heating engineers straightaway. The students were satisfied 
with this decision and the episode ended amicably.

Pages 44–45
a  vi) f  viii)

b  i) g  x)

c  ii) h  v)

d  ix) i  iii)

e  iv) j  vii)

Spotlight on the test (pages 45–48)
1 The trees/vegetation on both banks was so thick that it could not be seen 

[2 marks for a clear explanation; 1 for a partial understanding.] 

2 It links back to and emphasises the description in the previous paragraph; it prepares the reader for 
what is to follow. 
[2 marks for a clear explanation; 1 for a partial understanding.]

3 The sunlight is bright gold in colour [1] but as it is filtered through the thick green trees, the light is 
reduced in strength [1] although the colour remains [1]. The sunlight is dim like it becomes at twilight, 
not because of the time of day but because it is filtered through the trees. 
[3 marks for a clear explanation; 1 for a partial understanding.]

4 The stream is too shallow [1 mark]; they have reached the highest point to which they could be 
brought [1 mark]. 

5 It is large. It consists of moss which absorbs water. It is haunted by mosquitoes and similar insects. It 
makes a droning noise because of the insects.  
[1 mark for each point to a total of 4 marks.] 
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6 The words ‘the future as black as night’. All six words must be quoted for both marks; 1 mark for ‘as 
black as night’.

7 A placid and shallow stream. No one could have dreamed of the fairyland beyond. Tunnel of greenery. 
In a golden twilight. Strange tints thrown by the vivid light. Avenue to a land of wonders. Hazy green 
sunshine. The deep peace of this strange waterway. 
[Give 1 mark for each phrase identified up to a maximum of 3, and a further mark for a clear 
explanation of the effect. If the same explanation is given for more than one phrase, then reward each 
quotation, but give only 1 mark in total for explanation. For example, the phrase ‘tunnel of greenery’ 
would = 1 mark. An explanation such as ‘this phrase suggests a mysterious journey into a quiet and 
peaceful land – green is a colour associated with fairies’ would qualify for the second mark, (some 
students may produce better explanations than this!).] 

8 a)  The rich/profuse [1 mark] plant growth [1 mark].

b)  This unusual [1 mark] place which cannot be reached [1 mark]. 
[4 marks total.] 

8  Structures of writing 
Pages 53, 55 and 57–60
Students’ own answers.

Practice test paper
The questions and marking guidance for both practice papers were written by the authors. In an 
examination, the way marks would be awarded may be different.

Pages 62-69

Paper 1

Section A: Reading

Text A

1 a) It has gone to landfill  or  It has been dumped (in holes) in the ground.

(must have idea of land/ground)
b) dumped

2 Two of: glass, paper, metal, (rigid) plastic

3 a) Tick in box against ‘That the readers don’t concentrate on recycling’.

(the exclamation mark makes the phrase sarcastic, implying that the readers know about recycling but 
don’t bother to do it)

b) To emphasise it/draw attention to it

4  It decreases the amount of rubbish that is dumped/goes to landfill.

or
It increases the amount of materials that can be recycled/reused.
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5 a) careful/painstaking 

b) parts/types 

6 (1st paragraph) Starts with a question addressed to the reader: ‘Have you ever wondered what …?’

(last paragraph) Starts with an (abrupt) imperative or instruction addressed to the reader: ‘Don’t think, 
however, that …’

7 Tick in box against ‘To encourage readers to continue recycling’.

8 Two of: headline (NB not heading); addresses reader directly; writer’s personal view made clear; 
mixture of formal and emotive tone/vocabulary; etc.

Text B

9 To encourage readers to take an interest in the disposal of their rubbish.

(the passage informs – but the purpose is in the final paragraph)

10 It uses an analysis developed for one (scientific) purpose for a different practical purpose/it links a 
high-tech process to a low-tech process (or any similar comment).

11 a) metaphor

b) That the machine is like an enormous animal/monster/that the machine gobbles up the rubbish 
(or any similar comment).

12 It encourages the reader to find out more (than the information given before)/to go and see for 
themselves.

13 a) general rubbish taken to recycling plant

bin liners split open, emptied and removed

cardboard and paper separated by vibrating machine and dealt with by hand

steel and cans removed using magnets

plastics blown by jets of air onto different conveyor belts

aluminium cans captured by special magnet

glass drops off conveyor into container

food and garden waste turned into rough compost

(3 marks for 7–8 correct facts; 2 marks for 5–6 correct facts; 1 mark for 3–4 correct facts; 0 marks for 
0–2 correct facts)

b) Main points are: 

	 •	 important	to	continue	recycling	as	much	as	possible
	 •	 	different	types	of	rubbish	are	separated	out	so	that	they	can	be	sent	to	appropriate	places	where	

they can be recycled
	 •	 encouragement	to	find	out	more.

2 marks for a summary that combines the main points into a coherent summary. The first or third 
point may be omitted where the range of separation techniques has been more extensively described.

1 mark for a summary that includes only one main point.

0 marks for a summary made up of facts which are not synthesised.

Maximum of 1 mark where the summary exceeds 30 words.
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Section B: Writing
Marks are awarded under the headings: Content, purpose and audience (up to 8 marks), text structure and 
organisation (7 marks), sentence structure and punctuation (7 marks), and spelling (3 marks). 

Content, purpose and audience: Students will be awarded marks if they show that they have read the 
question and have targeted what they have been asked to write for that audience. So for this task, students 
need to write an article for a leaflet for other students. 

Text structure and sentence structure: Employ writing techniques suitable for article writing. 

Pages 70-76

Paper 2

Section A: Reading
1 ‘all lay peaceful and quiet’; ‘cows on the distant meadow were unmoving’; ‘bells round their necks 

barely clanging’; ‘wispy clouds that floated in the sky’ 

Together build up sense of peacefulness – distance, no movement, no sound, both on the ground and in 
the sky.  Any sensible comment; needs 3 points, or 2 points with some development, for 3 marks.

2 a) perceptive/noticing/thoughtful/anxious/not a leader

b) Almost anything Jodie does.

3 easy-going, takes things as they come, placid

(not ‘unworried’ – needs general characteristic, not reaction to these happenings)

4 secretive, hurrying, grumpy

(not ’lost his temper’– that is later in the story)
Examples (not necessarily quotations): didn’t eat dinner with them; didn’t explain where he had been or 
why; ready to leave hours too early; tried to hurry Laura, etc.

Needs 4 points, or 3 marks with some development, for 4 marks.

5 Tick in box against Personification.

6 the path/it had become steeper

(They found themselves) picking their way over boulders.
(not the sentence about the streams)

7 They found it more difficult/strenuous.

(deduction from ‘their packs became heavier’)

8 darkness was already falling

9 Two of:

howling gale/peaceful and quiet
(sheeting) rain/ sun (and wispy clouds)
sheeting rain or poor visibility/clear and bright
cold and wet/warm (enough to sit).

10 Previous paragraph of long sentences describing leisurely breakfast, broken by Tom’s sudden 
movement.

or
Tom repeats exactly what he said earlier, as if no time has passed.

11 Ticks in boxes against: The mountain setting and The withholding of information.
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12 (she) painstakingly checked everything (they needed)/(Laura) had been firm

13 Jodie is puzzled/worried: discusses him with Laura; thinks back over his behaviour the night before 
they left; notices his continuing impatience.

Brian doesn’t let himself be affected: continues cooking breakfast without worrying; accepted the 
decision to stop and calmed him down.
Laura is puzzled but (as leader) doesn’t give in to him: discusses him with Jodie; sits down to eat her 
breakfast without replying to him; won’t be hurried by him when checking their equipment; stands firm 
on her decision to stop for the night despite his loss of temper.
Needs four points, or three points with some development, for four marks.

Section B: Writing
Marks are awarded under the headings: Content, purpose and audience (up to 8 marks), text structure and 
organisation (7 marks), sentence structure and punctuation (7 marks), and spelling (3 marks). 

Content, purpose and audience: Students will be awarded marks if they show that they have read the ques-
tion and have included all or most of the details suggested, e.g. the number of people, what happens to 
them, where and why. 

Text structure and sentence structure: Employ writing techniques suitable to hold a reader’s interest in a 
story.


